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Grade 3
Expository

Letter Written to a Topic
Annotated Anchor Set

“Best Gift”
“Favorite Character”



Grade 3
Released Writing Prompts

Favorite Character
Stories contain many interesting 
characters.  Think about your 
favorite character from a story you 
have heard or read.  Write a letter to 
that character explaining why you 
like him or her.

Best Gift
Think about the best gift you have 
ever received.  Write a letter to the 
person who gave you that gift 
telling why it is the best gift you 
have ever received.

Each paper you will score today was written to one of the
two above prompts.  The footer on each student response 
indicates the prompt to which the response was written.
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Idea 
Development

31132003550

Favorite Character 3

The student develops a clear and focused main idea 
about a favorite character (I loved reading about your 
family and all the stuff you had to go through). The 
student’s use of descriptive details enriches idea 
development (I think little Wilkey could see the future, 
like when he said your milk cow Deamon had run, and 
he was inside the wagon. . . . How did Deamon get to 
the creek without sinking in the quicksand Suttlebuck
almost sunk in?).
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Idea Development - #550 – Favorite Character
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Idea Development - #940 - Best Gift

Idea 
Development

30126010940

Best Gift 2
The writer uses relevant details to support 
the main idea that a mother’s love is a gift 
(It’s not glelry [jewelry], mackup, toy’s, 
beding, or flowors. This gift worms my hart 
with Love. I have never known a gift beter).
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Idea Development - #120 – Favorite Character

Idea Development
29920027120

Favorite Character 1

The student attempts to present a main idea in this 
response about the character Darth Vader (you are the 
best. you are cool). The writer presents a few relevant 
details about the movie character, although they are 
somewhat general and repetitive (It will be cool. . . . I 
think it will be cool. I like you very, very much. I like the 4 
Star Wars).
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Idea 
Development

30126027230

Best Gift 0
This response does not have a clear main 
idea. The student identifies presents from 
three people but does not provide details 
about those gifts. 
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Organization
31384001480

Best Gift 3

The student uses a letter format by 
providing a greeting, a body, a closing and 
a signature. There is a topic sentence, and 
similar ideas are grouped together (First It 
is my best because I had to use my 
sister’s. Now I get to listen to it whenever I 
want to). The student effectively organizes 
paragraphs (First, Second, Third, Now). 
The response contains varied and mostly 
correct sentences.



Organization
29591007010

Favorite Character 2

The student uses a letter format by providing a 
greeting, a body, a closing and a signature.  The 
student uses topic sentences and similar ideas are 
grouped together (When it comes to bissnus Ramona 
is serious. She gets her work done without playing 
around). The sentences are mostly correct.

Page 1 of 1
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Organization
30298017220

Best Gift 1
The student uses a letter format by 
providing a greeting, a body, a closing and 
a signature. The body of the response 
contains only one simple correct sentence. 
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Organization
30959015160

Favorite 
Character

0

The student does not present the response in a 
letter format. There is no evidence of a topic 
sentence, and similar ideas are not grouped 
together (. . . they lav in a tsre the sistr and Bothr fit 
and she liks Keot). Many sentences are not 
correctly constructed (the Sistr is the smols and 
Bothr popi Beans and mom Beans and they lav in a 
tsre).
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Expository

Letter Written to a Topic
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Voice
29493000350

Favorite 
Character

3

The letter consistently reveals personal 
voice (I have read the wonderful book 
Eragon and enjoyed it! . . . I’m very 
interested in mythogicle creatures. . . . 
Could you send me a picture of how you 
really look?). The student uses a variety of 
descriptive words and phrases (most 
interesting persanaeity, strange way of 
comunicating, mythical creature).  
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Voice
30322005730

Favorite 
Character

2
The letter reveals personal voice 
appropriate to the purpose (I think Your the 
best god ever). The student uses descriptive 
words and phrases (inttelligent, insteresting, 
you glowed like stars in the sky).
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Voice - #370 - Favorite Character

Voice
30725017370

Favorite 
Character

1

The student uses limited personal voice 
(What is it like to a animated character? 
How is it to speak snak?). The response 
includes simple words and phrases (Is it 
cool to be a star?). There is some 
repetition of words and phrases (Is it, like).
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Voice - #140 - Favorite Character

Voice
31240013140

Favorite 
Character

0
The response is flat and lifeless. The 
student uses a limited range of words 
(show, hysterical, rily rily good).
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Expository

Letter Written to a Topic
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Conventions
29493018630 

Favorite 
Character

3

The response demonstrates consistent 
use of correct and grade-appropriate 
spelling, capitalization, punctuation and 
grammar (I like a part in one of your books 
where you say, “I was trying to call my 
friend  . . . but I had to have mom dial it 
because I kept on forgetting the 5”).



Page 1 of 2 
Conventions - #510 - Favorite Character



Conventions
29420007510

Favorite 
Character

2

The student uses grade-appropriate spelling 
(because, treasure, anything), and capitalizes 
the beginning of sentences and proper nouns. 
The student demonstrates control of grade-
appropriate punctuation (question marks, 
exclamation marks, commas). Additionally, the 
response has only one usage error (you no the 
girl).

Page 2 of 2 
Conventions - #510 - Favorite Character
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Conventions
29715023400

Favorite 
Character

1

The student uses limited grade-appropriate 
spelling (somtimes, anithing, worred, h’d. 
shouldent) and demonstrates poor control 
of capitalization (i, mr. crabs, i’m, gary).  
The students capitalizes words in the 
middle of sentences, and does not 
capitalize words at the beginning of 
sentences.

Page 2 of 2 
Conventions - #400 - Favorite Character
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Conventions - #270 - Favorite Character

Conventions
30959015270

Favorite 
Character

0

The response includes grammatical errors 
(My Characters. is…, She is cool and 
flunnne Characters.) and demonstrates
incorrect use of grade level appropriate 
punctuation. (. . . Because. She is cool…, 
Characters. and laf …, Bug’s Bune). The 
student demonstrates an incorrect use of 
grade appropriate capitalization by 
frequently capitalizing words in the middle 
of sentences.
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